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Cute dogs that stay small

Are you wondering what are the best small breeds of dogs for apartments? The adaptability of the dog to a small living space, such as an apartment or apartment, depends first of all on their level of energy and exercise routine. High-energy paws can live quite happily in apartments, as long as people satisfy their mental and physical needs. However, the
higher the dog's energy level, the more time you will have to spend activities with them, such as walking or jogging. While dogs with lower energy levels may require less activity, they still need exercise or they may become overweight, destructive, and depressed. Since small dogs take up less space, many residents of an apartment prefer smaller breeds.
For dogs with low energy, Dogtime offers to try this orthopedic dog bed to let them rest and relax! Remember that you can find exactly for any breed of dog, thoroughbred or mixed, in local shelters and rescuers. You can also search for a dog adoption page to find dogs of any breed near you. Adopted! Don't shop! Here are 32 small dogs that make great
companions for those who live in apartments or apartments listed alphabetically.1. Affenpinscher (photo credit: Yvonne van der Horst/Getty Images)Affenpinscher, also known as Monkey Dog (affen means monkey/monkey in German, and pincher means terrier), is small but endurance, full of energy and energy. This mustache devil comes from the numerous
small terriers that inhabited the stables and shops of the 17th and 18th centuries throughout Europe, pierced them by rats and mice.2 Bichon Frise (Photo Credit: Chenwei Ding/EyeEm/Getty Images)With a compact body-doll face and fluffy, white hair, Bichon is a very attractive breed whose cheeky, good-natured nature only enhances their appearance. In
Bichon Frise is often confused with a poodle.3. Bolognese (Photo Credit: ss1gmel/Getty Images)Comic and curious, this intelligent, dedicated dog likes to spend time with his people, whether they're going for walks, running errands or playing with the kids. A member of a bichon family of white, fluffy dogs - they are also known as Bichon Bolognese - they
come from the Italian city of Bologna, from which they take their name. They stand out in charming people to get their way, and it can be difficult to train, so stay patient and in accordance with training.4 Boston Terrier (Photo Credit: Lilibunin/Getty Images)The Boston Terrier may have been bred to be a fierce fighter, but you would never recognize it today.
The little American gentleman, as he was called in the 19th century, is definitely a lover, not a fighter. Although, males have been known to show their terrier origin with little posture when they feel another dog can invade their territory.5 Brussels Griffen (Photo credit: bruev/Getty) Griffins, often referred to as the Griffins for short, originated in Belgium, where
their hunting skills kept stables without rats and mice. They eventually become more popular as pets, and these curious and loving dogs make great companions – for the right person. They are sensitive, sometimes gloomy and beneed, and more than a little demanding of their owner's attention.6 Cavalier King Charles Spaniel (Photo Credit: Mark
Liddell/Getty Images)Cavalier King Charles spaniel is a beautiful little dog who is undoubtedly a contender for the title of top tail. They are also extremely sweet and loving. Dogs of this breed make perfect dogs on the lap and grow extremely attached to humans.7 Chihuahua (Photo credit: Image by Marie LaFauci / Getty Images)Chihuahua is a small puppy,
and not just because of their relationship with a particular Mexican fast food restaurant. They are known to be one of the smallest dogs in the world, but they may have the largest personality that is in this small body. This personality is larger than life, which makes them attractive to dog fans from all walks of life.8 Chinese Crested (Photo credit: Gabor
Geissler/Getty Images)The Chinese crested is an exotic-looking little dog that doesn't actually hail from China.They have two options: hairless, with silky head hair (on the comb), tail (casting) and legs (socks); and the genetically prescription Powderpuff, which has a full coat. Both options can appear in one litter.9 Cotton de Tullear (Photo Credit: Lunya/Getty
Images)For the smart and sweet-natured Cotton de Tullear-Cotton, for a short day, it consists of nothing more than being with their people. Whether it's at their feet while they work, following them from room to room - even the bathroom isn't sacred - or riding for joy in the car, the Cotons love to stick with their families like Velcro10. Dachshund (Photo credit:
Teresa Lett/Getty Images)Don't let the dachshund dachshund fool you. They may be, as legendary literary critic and humorous journalist L. L. Menken said, half a dog tall and a dog and a half long, but this small, padu ear dog is hard enough to catch a badger. In fact, this is what people raised them and how they named their name - Dax means badger; Hund
means dog.11. Hawaiian (photo credit: butchsie/Getty Images)Havanese shines his careless personality on everyone, including strangers, children, other dogs and even cats. But their family will receive the lion's share of their love; considering the choice, they will stick as glue on the side of their owner. The potential inferiority of all this devotion is that when
left alone, the Havants can become anxious. This is definitely a house dog, and the havez left in the backyard - or somewhere away from his family - is not a happy dog.12 Japanese Chin (photo credit: jhorrocks/Getty Images)Jumping jiminy! Is that japanese chin on the fireplace? - No, it's not! People who live with Chin often marveled at the ability of the
breed to jump tall furniture into a boundary. The Japanese toy of size has a feline nature, which includes the desire to be in high places, the ability to and the trend towards washed. Sometimes bats in objects that look like a cat.13 Lhaza Apso (Photo: Capuski/Getty)Ljasa Ace thinks he's a big dog - a very big dog. Raised for hundreds of years as a royal
guardian, modern Lassa is approaching life the way their ancestors did— they were faithful guardians of home and family.14 Lowchen (Photo Credit: volofin/Getty Images)With a name that translates to a lion dog, you can expect Lowchen to have a fierce deodorant. But with humans, they are like lions only in their species. Playful and gentle, Lowchen is a
great companion for children and adults.15 Maltese (photo credit: Benny Mitchell/Getty Images)Throughout its long history, Maltesers have had many names, such as Melitae Dog, Ye Ancient Dogge of Malta, Roman Dog Ladies, The Comforter, Spaniel, Bishon, Maltese Lion Dog, and Maltese Terrier. Today they are known simply as maltese.16 Maltese
Shih Tzu (Photo Credit: Ken Gillespies) Originally bred not to spill out completely - which is wrong, since it's not physically possible - Maltesers succeed to some extent because they have a low shedding companion. Maltese Shi Tzu, however, is much more than that. They are loving, faithful family members.17 Malopis (Photo credit: CBCK-Christine/Getty
Images)Maltipoos are a popular cross of Maltesers and the toy or miniature poodle. True to their breeds, Maltipoos are gentle and gentle. They make super companions for empty nesters and are excellent dogs for therapy.18 Manchester Terrier (Photo credit: Dopeyden/Getty Images)The Manchester terrier is a high-spirited, very intelligent and cunning dog
who is ready to learn. They show the true nature of the terrier – independent, faithful, lively, sporty and alert. Distinguished and devoted, a Manchester terrier makes a faithful friend and a great guard.19 Miniature pincher (Photo credit: Sonja Pacho/Getty Images)Min pins rule-that's the attitude you'll find when you meet a miniature Pincher, a small, elegant
dog with a curved neck and a well-muscular body. Weighing forty-eight to eleven pounds, this toy breed is a difficult little dog with a lot of attitude.20 Papillon (Photo Credit: MoniqueRodriguez/Getty Images)The Papillon, whose name comes from the French word for butterfly, has brought to life a portrait, the modern representation of small spaniels often seen
in paintings from centuries past. The dwarf, as they were once known, has changed a little in appearance over the years, but they are still the same wonderful companions who robbed the tours of the ladies and kings so many years ago.21 Peekapoo (Photo Credit: Teresa Lett/Getty Images)For a designer dog, the peekapoo dog breed has a pretty long
history. A cross between Pekingese and Poodle, they were among the first of the last 10 years of poodle crosses developed in the 1950s and 1960s. They didn't win. A lot of recognition, like some of the other dog designers, such as Labradudela and Kokapu, but they have earned enough from one next that they have thrived over the past five decades.22
Pekingese (photo credit: Andrei Spiš/Getty Images)It's no wonder Pekingese has self-image, given their history as an imperial favorite. The Imperial Court of China respected them, and they still know it today. Pekingese will congratulate you with dignity and pride. They remember that their ancestors were companions of royalty and continue to demand the
respect of this position today. With soft, round, brown eyes, a mane with long straight hair and a tail bearing their back, they rotate throughout life in full consciousness of who they are and the importance they have to those who live with them.23 Pomeranians (Photo Credit: ShutterRunner.com (Matty Wolin/Getty Images)Cute, feminine and hairy Pomeranians
are intelligent and loyal to their families. Poodle (toy & miniature) (Photo Credit: Renphoto/Getty Images)Although today's poodles seem to puzzle a life of recreation and luxury, make no mistake: These are real dogs bred to carry out real jobs. Although it is hardly possible when you look at the pouncey Poodle in the showbiz ring, the breed was originally a
water retriever, a work that requires a jump in the water to bring water-tight to hunters. Pug (Photo Credit: Klaus Wedfelt/Getty Images)The stick of a psyche, with deep wrinkles around big, dark eyes and a flat round face, can't make you smile. Pug's name is believed to come from the Latin word for fist, because their faces look like a human fist.26 Rat
Terrier (Photo credit: KineticDarkroom/Getty Images)Rat terrier makes an excellent keeper and is the ultimate farm dog; their strong jaws and rapid movements are invaluable to farmers in the eradication of rats and other small pests from farms. People often confuse them with smooth terrier fox terrier or jack russell, but fans of the breed know about all the
wonderful features that make rat terrier unique.27. Shiba Inu (Photo: William Hu/Getty Images)Shiba Inu is known for a bold, fiery personality. The Japanese have three words to describe the traits of the breed: kaani-i (spiritual audacity), ryosei (good nature), and soboku (vigilance). Combined, these traits make up an interesting, intelligent and strong will
temperament of this breed.28 Shi Tzu (Photo Credit: Andrei Orlov/Getty Images)James Mumsford, an American teacher and composer, perhaps describes Shi Tu Tzu best: No one knows how the ancient eunuchs managed to mix: one piece of lion, a few teaspoons of a few ounces of domestic cat, one part fate, a pinch of ballerina, a pinch of old man, a little
beggar, a tablespoon of monkey, one part baby seal, a small scratch, and for the other dogs of Tibetan and Chinese origin. 29. Silk terrier (Photo credit: dizzyun/Getty Images)The Silky, as they are often called, is an elegant little dog with a beautiful, silky, hopefully it's not a surprise - a coat of tan and blue. Beneath this gentle appearance, however, is a big,
bold spirit. People who are not familiar with the breed are often surprised to see the little Silky Terrier warn intruders, tinkering with large dogs, or cope with its owners on an excursion.30. Toy Fox Terrier (photo credit: jodie777/Getty Images)Toy Fox terrier (TFT) was developed in the United States, making them one of only a few breeds that are really All
Americans. They were bred by small smooth fox terriers, along with several toy breeds, including the Chihuahua and Manchester Terrier, to determine the size of the breed. They are a real terrier with fire, heart and spirit to go out on the field hunting squirrels and a real toy dog - a mental, loving companion who will snuggle up on the couch and watch TV with
his people.31 Yorkipoo (Photo credit: Purple Pet Photography/Getty Images)Yorkipoo loves people and fun - not necessarily in that order. They will please their family and are always ready to perform tricks or repent for each visitor. Their confidence protects them from being too quick or aggressive; they are happy in their own skin. Yorkshire can be an
excellent companion to anyone looking for a small, confident dog with great energy and even greater love.32 Yorkshire Terrier (Photo credit: alexey_ds/Getty Images)A Yorkshire terrier, nicknamed Yorkie, looks pretty confident, and why not? With its silk coat and flashy top, the Yorkshire Terrier is one of the most glamorous representatives of the dog world,
sure to attract attention wherever you go. Because they are so small, they often travel in style – in special dog purses, toned around their adoring parents. Please remember that you can adopt any breed of dog from a shelter or rescue. You can also search for a dog adoption page to find adoptive parents of any breed near you! Which of these small breeds
of apartment dog is your favorite? Do you have a small dog that is not listed here, which is a good dog in an apartment? Then tell us about them in the comments below! DogTime is a participant in the Chewy partner program, an advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn fees by advertising and connecting to Chewy.com. Chewy.com.
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